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forms 
This September Showcase Gallery is pleased to present MOVING FORMS, an exhibition that 
sees the merging of two Middle Eastern artists, Alia Dawood and Mohammed Fassounaki. 

‘Moving’ indicates something that is in motion, something changing; a dynamic entity. 
That is to say, movement implies the passage of time – we experience movement as 
time progresses. A moment is a portion of time, namely the present. A moment is always 
temporary.  ‘Form’ indicates structure – structure that can be found in both the natural 
world and the constructed, man-made world.  It can be organic and it can be fixed.  In 
‘moving’ and in ‘form’ we find ideas of the temporary and of structure. As the title MOVING 
FORMS suggests, this exhibition concerns itself with two seemingly contradictory artists’ 
work, that come together under the notion of forms that move, forms that are temporary; 
through a combination of their processes and their subject matter. 

The inspiration behind Fassounaki’s paintings is drawn from his observations of passing 
scenes of everyday life, how he experiences these moments and the thoughts they evoke. 
Interested in both human figures and nature, MOVING FORMS sees a particular emphasis 
on his preoccupation with the natural world.  Alike the Impressionist masters of the late 
1800s Fassounaki’s dramatic use of colour accentuates the changing qualities of his 
subject matter. Starting with colour, layer upon layer, moment upon moment, he builds the 
completed form of his paintings. 

Trained in architecture, one would imagine Dawood’s drawings to be precise, fixed, clear-
cut. However, with a drafter’s sense of structure and perspective, Dawood’s investigations 
of built or incomplete constructions in Dubai, a ‘city-in-process’, we see a dramatically fluid 
and dynamic record of her experience of the urban scape.  Dawood sketches on the street, 
*plein air, capturing the passing moments of the city around her. ‘Drawing Dubai from life’, 
she writes, ‘has fuelled more sentience towards the temporary.’ 

Placed together, we see an obvious distinction in the natural forms of Fassounaki’s paintings 
and in the constructed forms/urban scape of Dawood’s drawings. However, there is an 
intrinsic visual and conceptual relationship between the two bodies of work. Within each, 
we find a strong sense of movement, pertaining to temporality and the passage of time – 
temporary, passing moments of forms which are captured and recorded through the artists’ 
materials. 

*plein air, translates to ‘open air’, a term largely associated with the Impressionist artists of the 
late 1800s. 

Alia Dawood was born in Baghdad, Iraq and grew up in London. She read BA Arts, Design and the 
Environment (Architecture) at Central Saint Martins University in London. Dawood subsequently went 
onto the Princes’ Drawing School Postgraduate programme for an MA in Drawing in 2010. One of her 
pieces is now part of the British Royal Collection. Dawood also exhibited alongside University of the 
Arts graduates in Hoxton, London in 2011.

Mohammed Fassounaki was born in 1944 in Tabriz, Iran where he also attended art school. As a 
result, his work is mostly an expression of his homeland. Moving to Europe in 1967, he studied at the 
Städelschule of Frankfurt, followed by Rome’s Academy of Fine Arts. In 1973, Fassounaki returned to 
his birthplace, to teach painting at Mirak school. A collection of his works was published successively 
in 1999 and 2006.
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